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After keeping a low profile for 10 months, Taylor Swift released her sixth studio
album Reputation on November 10, 1017. With the release of this new recordbreaking album, Taylor has returned from the hibernation spectacularly. Taylor
Swift steals the limelight from her rivals, and Reputation holds the top spot on the
Billboard chart for 3 weeks in succession. In this Christmas of 2017, millions of
Swifties rush to purchase Taylor’s new album CDs and pay premium to listen to
her digital songs. If you purchase Taylor’s album and want to listen to her songs
on the road, you can’t just carry a portable CD player with you. The days of
carrying a CD player to listen to music are long gone. You have to convert these
CD files into mp3 formats, and import the MP3s into your smartphone.

1. Rip CD tracks to MP3 files with Windows Media Player
2. Benefits of transforming MP3s into Audiobooks
3. Methods of converting MP3 files into Audiobooks in Itunes

Rip CD tracks to MP3 files with Windows Media
Player
ITo convert CDs to MP3s, you don't need to install some additional software into
your computer or master some complicated professional technical skills,
everyone can nail it effortlessly with Windows Media Player. Please follow the
instructions as follows:
1. Insert the music CD into your computer’s CD/DVD drive.
2. The “AutoPlay” menu pops up, under Audio CD options, click “Rip music from
CD”
3. Click “Start Rip” button to start the ripping process.

Or if the “AutoPlay” doesn’t come out when you insert your CD into computer,
you can launch Windows Media Player manually.
4. After Windows Media Player is launched, click “Burn”-->Burn Options-->More
burn options-->Rip music.
5. Under Rip Settings, click the format drop down menu, and choose mp3 as the
output format.
6. As for audio quality, the default bit rate is 128 Kbps. You can move your
mouse to either side to adjust the rate bit. Note that the higher the bit rate you
pick, the better the quality you'll get, and in the meantime the larger file size you’ll
get.

Benefits of transforming MP3s into Audiobooks
How do you listen to Taylor’s songs or audio interviews in a novel way? Let’s put
forward an interesting idea. Have you ever imagined to treat a song as an
audiobook? Conceiving of converting mp3 to Audiobook in iTunes?
Why should I do that? Obviously there’re enticing benefits for transforming a
song to an audiobook.
(1) Sometimes you’re interrupted to do something else on your smartphone when
you’re in the middle of listening to a song of very long playing time. After finishing
other activities and you’re back to music, you can’t locate where you were left off
and have to listen to it all over again or listen to the next song. But by changing

the media type of a song to an audiobook, you will be able to add a bookmarking
feature to the mp3 file which allows you to stop and continue listening to the file
from where you left off.
(2) Besides, audiobook format allows you to skip back or forward in 15 second
intervals. When you listen to something that you want it repeated, you can just
click that icon once or twice depending on how far back you want to go.
(3) Lastly, you can adjust the speed of how audiobooks play, so that they can be
played faster or slower than the normal speed.

Methods of converting MP3 files into Audiobook
formats in Itunes
Given the above tempting privileges of audiobooks, if you happen to have many
Taylor Swift’s audio interviews of very long playing time in mp3 format, you must
be eager to set about converting these mp3 files into audiobook right away.
Luckily we’re so considerate that we’ve already put forward two practical
methods to achieve this. Please check this article How to Convert MP3 to
Audiobook in iTunes posted in Epubor earlier this year.
In the end, if you’re interested in the reversal process, namely converting DRM
protected Audible audiobooks into mp3 or other compatible DRM free formats,
please download and install Epubor Audible Converter to accomplish it without
making an effort!

Download Epubor Audbile Converter for free:
Windows Version Download Mac Version Download
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